“My 5¢ Worth” : #928 Returned Mail
By Fran Adams
International uses of
the 5¢ Toward United Nations
commemorative stamp are
usually interesting as well as
educational. Examples include
mail sent or forwarded to remote or United Nations related destinations, mail processed in unique fashions or in
this instance, mail returned to
the original sender. Returned
covers also often reflect the
state of political affairs internationally. For U.N. collectors, this is especially meaningful as our collections are
composed essentially of documented historical events
through the use of postal history.

Figure 1: Service Suspended to Germany
International uses of the 5¢ Toward United
Nations commemorative stamp are usually interesting as well as educational. Examples include mail
sent or forwarded to remote or United Nations related destinations, mail processed in unique fashions
or in this instance, mail returned to the original
sender. Returned covers also often reflect the state
of political affairs internationally. For U.N. collectors, this is especially meaningful as our collections
are composed essentially of documented historical
events through the use of postal history.
Service Suspended
A simple example is the cover in Figure 1.
It was mailed from Union City, N.J. to Berlin, Germany on August 3, 1945 at the international surface
rate of 5 cents, the standard rate at the time. This
date was just after the end of World War II and the
United Nations Conference in San Francisco in
April of that year where and when the stamp was
issued. The cover is censored and has a date marking on the rear of August 12 which indicates it got
to New York. It didn’t make it any further and was

sender in New Jersey as we see from the hand stamp
“Return to Sender Service Suspended” applied below
the address. Due to World War II, mail service to Germany was suspended on December 12, 1941 and would
not resume until April 1, 1946.
A second example (Figure 2) was mailed from
Chicago, IL to Berlin, Germany on April 8, 1946, again
at the international surface rate of 5¢ and also has a censor tape along the side with a Civil Censor hand stamp
applied in Germany. This date is a week after service
resumed so the cover made it to Berlin. The cover’s
front received a hand stamp in German of “31.5.6 Zuruck” (returned 31 May 1946) and a manuscript note in
red pencil of “retour” (return in French) with the address
marked out. A second handstamp appears on the rear of
the cover (Figure 3) “Nicht ermittelt, Postamt 19
…” (not delivered, post office 19, the remainder is not
clear). The reason for non-delivery was that the addressee was not at the address. It appears the house was
also not at the address as the manuscript note indicates
“house destroyed, hold for delivery until May 31”. Even
though the letter was held for a reasonable time, no one
claimed it.
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Figure 2: Front of cover: Censored, Returned

Figure 3: Back of cover: Not delivered, House destroyed
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Country No Longer
Occupied
A last example
for this article (Figure
4) was mailed from
Jamesburg, N.J. to
Wartheland, Germany ‘Formerly Poland’ on
October 15, 1945 also
at the international surface rate of 5¢. Although service to Poland was suspended in
1941, the date of resumed service is not
known precisely. It’s
evident here that by the
middle of October
1945, service had been
restored. This cover has
the distinction of including a note in the
address of “Last Known
Address” as displaced
persons during and after
the war were a commonplace. It received a
Polish censor marking
as well as the manuscript “retour” in
French with arrows
pointing to the city in
the cancel device. The
address marked out
indicates the letter
should be returned. A
backstamp from Warsaw (Figure 5) dated
November 19, 1945
provides a clue as to
how long the letter was
in the Polish postal system for delivery. The
manuscript writing on

Figure 4: Front of cover: Censored, Return, Last Known Address

Figure 5: Back of cover: Poland is not Germany

the cover’s rear translates roughly to “The destination of this letter in the German language is not deliverable. Poland is not Germany”. A final statement to the sender should they write another letter.
Such covers make collecting an enjoyable adventure as all of these are small puzzles to figure out, most
often with small surprises once the translations are completed. In a future article we’ll see a few unusual examples
of “Forwarded and Returned” mail. Stay tuned.
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